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ABSTRACT

The present article deals with the investigation of wake
scale effects on propeller-induced pressure fluctuations
under consideration of sheet cavitation on the propeller
blades. The KRISO container ship is thus investigated nu-
merically with respect to pressure fluctuations. The nu-
merical method used in this work is based on the coupling
of a viscous flow solver with a potential flow theory-based
boundary element method. The simulations are carried out
in model scale and in full scale, with and without sheet
cavitation, and the results are compared to experiments in
a cavitation tunnel.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pressure fluctuations due to cavitating propellers can cause
various problems for the operation of ships. Apart from
obvious problems like, for example, the excitation of the
aftship structure, the generation of underwater noise has
steadily gained importance as a research issue in the last
few years. When a propeller is designed for a given hull
form, many measures for the reduction of cavitation and
pressure fluctuations result in a loss of propulsion effi-
ciency. Propeller designers have to find the best compro-
mise between these two conflicting demands. Thus, it is
essential to be able to predict pressure fluctuations as reli-
ably as possible. Model tests are widely accepted for this
purpose, but they suffer from the problem of converting the
results from the model to the real ship. This problem is
related to scale effects. Basically, two major categories of
scale effects exist: scale effects due to different Reynolds
numbers and scale effects due to different water quality,
which are not treated here. With respect to marine applica-
tions, scale effects due to different Reynolds numbers can
be classified according to the location of their occurrence:

• Wake scale effects. For obvious reasons, model tests
usually cannot be carried out at the Reynolds num-
ber of a real ship. Consequently, the relative bound-
ary layer thickness on the hull and therefore the pro-
peller inflow differ from each other when comparing
model and real ship.

• Propeller boundary layer scale effects. The bound-
ary layer on the blades of a model propeller is rel-

atively thicker than that of the full-scale propeller.
These effects are not addressed in the present study.

Although model basins apply some corrections to reduce
scale effects, the problem has not been solved entirely yet.
Nowadays, RANS methods are a sophisticated tool for the
simulation of the ship flow with operating propeller, but
full-scale simulations taking account of cavitation effects
are prohibitively expensive and therefore not applicable for
the prediction of pressure pulses in the day-to-day design
process. In this paper, an alternative procedure is used
which allows full-scale simulations at reasonable compu-
tational efforts. It is based on a viscous/inviscid coupling
approach and is described in Section 2.
For a reliable prediction of hull pressure fluctuations, all
important phenomena occuring in the flow around the aft-
ship and the propeller have to be captured. The following
effects can be identified as main contributors to hull pres-
sure fluctuations (Huse 1972):

• The fluid displacement due to the thickness of the ro-
tating propeller blades influences the pressure field
on the hull. This displacement effect is independent
of the propeller load and the propeller inflow. Hence,
it is not subject to scale effects.
• From the view of a fixed observation point in the flow

field, the system of bound and unbound vortices ide-
alising the propeller induces a periodical disturbance
of the flow. This is referred to as blade lift effect. It
exists both in uniform and non-uniform inflow condi-
tions. Wake scale effects have to be considered since
the load distribution on the blades depends on the
propeller inflow.

• Motion and volume variation of cavities have a great
impact on hull pressure fluctuations. In this context,
two types of cavitation are important. Sheet cavi-
tation depends predominantly on the blade pressure
distribution and is therefore influenced by wake scale
effects. Tip vortex cavitation depends on the radial
propeller load distribution and on the boundary layer
thickness on the blade. Thus, blade boundary layer
scale effects become important as well.

This paper focuses on the investigation of wake scale ef-
fects on pressure fluctuations. Tip vortex cavitation is not
addressed in the present study, but the implementation of a
tip vortex cavitation model is planned for future work.
After a brief description of the viscous/inviscid coupling
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approach and the underlying methods in Section 2, the
methodology and the results of the numerical study are pre-
sented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.

2 CALCULATION METHOD

The calculation method used in this work for the determi-
nation of propeller-induced pressure fluctuations is based
on a coupling algorithm of two numerical methods, a vis-
cous flow solver and a three-dimensional potential flow
solver. The main idea behind this methodology is to split
the flow around the ship and the propeller into two inter-
acting parts, a part which is strongly influenced by viscous
effects (the flow around the hull) and a part which can be
treated as potential flow (flow directly around and above
the propeller), see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Decomposition of the flow around the aftship and
the propeller.

In the following sections, the theoretical background of the
underlying viscous and potential flow theory-based method
as well as the coupling algorithm are introduced. A more
detailed description of the potential flow solver and its
sheet cavitation model can be found in (Berger et al. 2012)
and (Bauer and Abdel-Maksoud 2012).

2.1 Viscous Flow Domain

For the calculation of the viscous flow, the RANS Equa-
tions are used. The governing equations of the flow read as
follows:

ρ

(
∂

∂t
+ Ju

)
· u = −∇ p+∇ · (τ + τT ) + f (1)

and
∇ · u = 0 (2)

In Equation (1), the variable u denotes the Reynolds-
averaged velocity, p the Reynolds-averaged pressure, τ
the Reynolds-averaged molecular stress tensor and τT
the Reynolds stress tensor due to the Reynolds-averaging,
whose components are approximated by appropriate turbu-
lence models. Ju is the Jacobian matrix of the velocity field
and f is a volume specific force source term. This term is
relevant for the application of the body force distribution.
For the numerical solution of the RANS Equations, the
ANSYS CFX code based on a finite volume element

method which can be applied for both structured and un-
structured numerical grids is used.

2.2 Potential Flow Domain

The propeller-induced pressure fluctuations and the added
body force distribution are calculated by means of the in-
house panel method panMARE. In order to incorporate the
displacement effect of the ship hull part above the propeller,
not only the propeller but also a part of the ship hull geom-
etry are used in the simulations (see Figure 1). The panel
method used in this work uses source and dipole distribu-
tions on the propeller surfaces and source distribution on
the ship hull surface. The panels are modelled as low-order
flat quadrilateral elements with a constant source and/or
dipole distribution over one panel.
The governing equations are derived from the potential
flow assumptions, where the flow is considered to be ir-
rotational, incompressible and inviscid such that the equa-
tions for the conservation of mass and momentum sim-
plify to Laplace’s equation for the total potential Φ∗ and
Bernoulli’s equation for the pressure p (Katz and Plotkin
2001):

∇2Φ∗ = ∇2(Φ + Φ∞) = 0, (3)

p +
1

2
ρ|V|2 + ρ

∂Φ

∂t
+ ρgz = const, (4)

∀x ∈ Ω where Ω is the flow domain, Φ is the induced
potential, Φ∞ is the undisturbed free stream potential and
V = ∇Φ∗ and V∞ = ∇Φ∞ are the total velocity and
the reference velocity, respectively. The induced velocity
is the difference between the total and the undisturbed ve-
locity Vind = V − V∞. The constants ρ and g are the
constant water density and gravity constant, respectively.
The continuous solution of Laplace’s equation is obtained
by Green’s third identity as a distribution of sources and
dipoles on the body’s surface (Katz and Plotkin 2001):∫
∂Ω

[
µ(x)∇

( 1

‖x0 − x‖

)
·n− σ(x)

‖x0 − x‖

]
dS(x) = 0, (5)

where

σ(x) := −∇Φ(x) · n and µ(x) := −Φ(x)

are the source and dipole strength, respectively, and x0

are collocation points which are located slightly inside the
body (Katz and Plotkin 2001).
In Equation (5) the boundary ∂Ω of the flow domain con-
sists of the propeller surface SB (the cavitating part is de-
noted by SBC and non-cavitating part by SB/SBC ), the
propeller wake surface SW and the ship hull surface SHull:∫
SB+SBC

[
µ(x)∇

(
1

‖x0−x‖

)
· n− σ(x)

‖x0−x‖

]
dS(x)

+
∫
SW

µ(x)∇
(

1
‖x0−x‖

)
· ndS(x) (6)

−
∫

SHull

σ(x)
‖x0−x‖dS(x) = 0.

To obtain a unique solution to Equation (6), boundary con-
ditions are required on the boundary surfaces. There are
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four types of boundaries where different boundary condi-
tions are applied: the solid non-cavitating surfaces SHull
and SB/SBC ; the cavitating surface SBC ; the wake sur-
face SW and the surface at infinity S∞. The boundary con-
ditions are as follows:

(1) On the non-cavitating propeller surface SB/SBC and
hull surface SHull, the Neumann boundary condition
is applied:

∇Φ∗ · n = 0, x ∈ SB/SBC andx ∈ SHull, (7)

where the vector n represents the normal vector on
the point x.

(2) On the non-cavitating propeller wake surface SW the
physical Kutta condition is applied to model the vor-
ticity:

∆p = 0, x ∈ SW , (8)

where ∆p = p+ − p− is the pressure jump between
the pressure value on the upper and lower side of the
trailing wake.

(3) On the cavitating parts of the propeller surface SBC
the kinematic boundary condition is postulated:

D

Dt
F (η(s1, s2, t), s3) = 0, s ∈ SBC , (9)

where η is the cavity thickness and
F (η(s1, s2, t), s3) = s3 − η(s1, s2, t) is a func-
tion for the cavity shape. The variables s1, s2 and
s3 are the coordinates of the local non-orthogonal
coordinate system of a panel element (Vaz 2005).

(4) The second condition used to describe the physics
of sheet cavitation on SBC is the dynamic boundary
condition:

p = pv, x ∈ SBC , (10)

where pv is the vapour pressure of water. By using
Bernoulli’s equation, the dynamic boundary condi-
tion can be transformed in a Dirichlet like formula-
tion for the velocity potential µ on the cavitating part
of the body (Bauer and Abdel-Maksoud 2012).

(5) On the surface S∞, the influence of the disturbed ve-
locity Vind must vanish. This results in the follow-
ing relation:

V = V∞, forx ∈ S∞. (11)

The discretisation of the surfaces by means of flat quadri-
lateral panels results in a set of linear equations for the
unknown source and dipole strength, which can be easily
solved numerically by the Gauss method.
The underlying sheet cavitation model is able to simulate
partial sheet cavitation on the suction and on the pressure
side of propeller blades. For more information about the
model see Kinnas et al. (2003). The algorithm for the de-
termination of sheet cavitation is based on a partially non-
linear approach where the boundary conditions for the cav-
ity sheet are applied not on the exact cavity surface but on

auxiliary body surfaces (Vaz 2005). The cavity shape is
computed by an iterative procedure. Firstly, the bound-
ary value problem is set up and solved numerically with-
out sheet cavitation calculation. The velocities and pres-
sures on the body and wake surfaces are calculated and the
initial cavity length is estimated by the criterion p ≤ pv .
Then, a new boundary value problem with cavitating and
non-cavitating boundary conditions is set up and solved.
The new velocities and pressures on the cavitating and non-
cavitating body and wake panels are calculated and the cav-
ity thickness is determined by solving the partial differen-
tial equation resulting from the kinematic boundary condi-
tion.
At the end, the cavity area and volume can be computed
and the pressure fluctuations can be analysed by the Fourier
analysis integrated in the potential flow method. For more
details on this procedure see (Berger et al. 2012).

2.3 Coupling Algorithm

To allow for the interaction of propeller and hull flow
region, the body force coupling algorithm, described by
(Greve et al. 2012), is used in this work. This coupling
approach is composed of two main steps (ref. Figure 2):

Figure 2: Principle of the coupling algorithm.

In the first step, the viscous flow solver is used to calculate
the effective wake field of the ship. For this purpose, the ve-
locity distribution u(xref,i) is extracted from the viscous
flow domain for an adequate number of reference points
xref,i on a circular plane located 0.1D upstream of the pro-
peller position. This velocity distribution is affected by the
induced velocities of the propeller Vind = V −V∞ (ref.
Section 2.2). In order to obtain the effective wake field, the
induced velocities have to be subtracted:

V∞ ≈ u(xref,i)−Vind(xref,i)

∣∣∣∣
old

(12)

The effective wake field is then used as reference velocity
V∞ in the potential flow domain. Since the induced veloc-
ities for the current time step are unknown, the values from
the previous step are used for approximation.
In the second step, the integrated pressure distribution on
the blades calculated by the potential flow solver is passed
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to the viscous flow solver in terms of a body force distri-
bution. The algorithm takes into account the geometry and
the position of the blades and makes a distinction between
pressure and suction side of the blades. These body forces
are added to the source term f of the RANS Equations (1),
the updated ship wake field is passed to the potential flow
solver again and the pressure pulses are computed. This
procedure is repeated until convergence of the results.

3 NUMERICAL STUDY

3.1 Description of the Methodology

In this numerical study the KRISO container ship (KCS)
is investigated (NMRI 1997). In order to point out wake
scale effects, the results of the full-scale simulations are
compared to those obtained by simulations in model scale.
Model tests were carried out at the Potsdam model basin
SVA (Heinke and Jaksis 2003). Herein, two KCS dummy
models emulating model and full-scale conditions have
been tested in a cavitation tunnel. The main data of the
hull and the propeller, as well as the design operation point
of the full-scale ship, are listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows
the coordinate system used.
Schuiling et al. (2011) discuss procedures to minimise
wake scale effects. The fact that the boundary layer of
the model is relatively bigger than that of the full-scale
ship leads to a lower average propeller inflow velocity and
an overloaded propeller for the model when the operation
point is set adhering to Froude number identity. Further-
more, the spatial inflow velocity gradients which have a
great impact on propeller-induced hull pressure fluctua-
tions are different.

Table 1: Main dimensions of KCS and the propeller.

Characteristics Value
Hull form data
Scale ratio λ [-] 31.6
Length LPP [m] 230.0
Wetted surface S [m2] 9424.4
Block coefficient cB [-] 0.651
Breadth B [m] 32.20
Draft T [m] 10.80
Propeller data
Propeller diameter D = 2R [m] 7.90
Number of blades zP [-] 5
Hub ratio dhub/D [-] 0.180
Area ratio Ae/(π4D

2) [-] 0.800
Blade section NACA66
Full-scale operation point
Froude number Fn [-] 0.260
Speed Vs [m/s] 12.345
Number of rev. n [s−1] 1.690
Thrust coefficient kT,s [-] 0.170
Cavitation number σn0.8 [-] 1.486
Corrected operation point model
Speed (corrected) Vm [m/s] 2.460

Figure 3: Coordinate system, view from behind.

In the present paper, the latter are regarded as the actual
wake scale effects and shall be isolated from other effects.
To achieve this, the speed of the model is corrected until
the advance coefficient of the model Jm based on the mean
flow velocity in front of the propeller coincides with the ad-
vance coefficient of the full-scale ship Js. The propeller ro-
tation rate is not corrected. By this procedure, the propeller
thrust coefficient of the model kT,m is nearly the same as
under full-scale conditions kT,s. Further corrections of the
thrust coefficient were not undertaken. The following pa-
rameters and settings were chosen for the potential flow
domain and for the viscous flow domain.

Potential Flow Domain Figure 4 shows the numerical
model of the potential flow domain. The relevant part of
the hull above the propeller is discretised by 990 equilat-
eral panels; the propeller itself is discretised by 20 panels
in the spanwise and 70 panels in the crosswise direction.
For the determination of the pressure pulses, the panels be-
ing the nearest to the position of observation points of the
model tests are monitored. Since no panels are located di-
rectly on the center line, the average pressure of the two
nearest panels is assumed to be representative in this case.

Figure 4: Model of the potential flow domain.
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Viscous Flow Domain The model of the viscous flow do-
main contains the bare hull without any appendages, see
Figure 5. Free water surface effects are not taken into ac-
count since the influence on the wake field is negligible.
The same grid is used for model and full-scale simulations
with the consequence that the boundary layer resolution of
the model is finer than necessary. The entire mesh counts
6.0 mio. cells, thereof 0.1 mio. cells belong to the propeller
domain where the body forces gained by the calculations in
the potential flow domain are applied. For the simulation
of turbulence, the SST turbulence model is employed.

Figure 5: Model of the viscous flow domain, only the back
part is shown.

The length of the domain is 4.0LPP , the distance between
inlet and bow 1.0LPP , see Figure 5. In order to eliminate
blockage effects, the distance between hull and the domain
walls is 1.0LPP in this case.

Figure 6: Extent of the viscous flow domain (Length ·
Breadth · Height = 4.0LPP · 2.0LPP · 1.0LPP ).

3.2 Results

Nominal Wake Field The prediction of the nominal
wake fields for the full-scale ship and the model are shown
in Figure 7. For a better comparision, the velocities in the
diagram are normed with the inflow velocity of the full-
scale ship Vs and the model Vm, respectively. As expected,
the relative boundary layer of the full-scale ship is much

thinner than the model boundary layer. Furthermore, a
more distinct wake peak in the 0◦-position can be observed
for the model.

Figure 7: Normed velocity distribution in the propeller
plane (nominal wake field without propeller influence).

Figure 8 illustrates the differences between the wake fields
of the full-scale ship and the model in a more detailed way.
The relative deceleration δui of the velocity component i is
defined as:

δui =
u∗i,s − u∗i,m

u∗i,s
,

where u∗i,s =
ui,s
Vs

and u∗i,m =
ui,m
Vm

are the normed ve-
locity components of the wake field of the full-scale ship
and the model. It can be cleary seen that the strength of
the wake scale effects depends on the angular position and
on the considered velocity component. For the predicted
wake field of the KCS, the highest relative deceleration can
be observed for the z-component in the 0◦-position.
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Figure 8: Relative deceleration of the three velocity
components for r/R = 0.7 (top). Comparision be-
tween predicted and measured relative deceleration of the
x-component of the velocity (bottom).

In the 90◦-position the z-component is nearly unaffected
by scale effects, whereas the y-component experiences the
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highest deceleration in this position and almost no decel-
eration in the 0◦-position. Regarding the propeller load
distribution, the role of wake scale effects for these two
components is a minor one since the z-component of the
flow becomes important in the 90◦-position and the y-
component in the 0◦-position. Compared to the deceler-
ation of the y- and z-component the deceleration of the x-
component is rather small, but the effect on the propeller
load distribution is high.
In the lower part of Figure 8 the results of the simulation are
compared to experimental results. The relative deceleration
of the propeller inflow in model scale seems to be over-
estimated by the simulation, but one has to keep in mind
that the experiments were carried out with dummy models
which is not necessarily more representative for the reality
than the simulation.

Non-Cavitating Flow Figure 9 shows the sectional blade
load of different propeller radii for a full revolution.
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Figure 9: Angular propeller load distribution for three dif-
ferent radii (non-cavitating case).

The sectional thrust coefficient kTr is defined here as:

kTr =
dT

ρn2D2cdr
,

where dT is the thrust of a blade section with the small
radial extend dr and the chord length c. For r/R = 0.4,
no significant difference between full-scale ship and model
can be observed, but as expected, the propeller load of the
model becomes relatively higher in the 0◦-position when
the radius is increased.

For the non-cavitating case, the pressure signal was mon-
itored and evaluated by means of a Fourier analysis. In
Figures 10 and 11, the dimensionless pressure amplitudes:

kp[i] =
p[i]

(ρn2D2)

are shown for five different monitoring points on the aftship
(ref. Figure 3 and Figure 4 for the position). In contrast to
the expectations, the hull pressure fluctuations of the model
are not higher compared to the fluctuations of the full-scale
ship in every monitoring point.
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Figure 10: First (blade frequency nzP ) and second or-
der (2nzP ) pressure amplitudes (non-cavitating case) of
the model and the full-scale ship for the midship monitor-
ing points. Comparision between simulation and measure-
ments.
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Figure 11: See Figure 10. Monitoring points above the
propeller disk.

A clear tendency cannot be detected, neither by the simu-
lation nor by the experiments. This may be due to the fact
that the pressure fluctuations are rather small. The overall
agreement between measurements and simulations is ac-
ceptable and the difference between pressure fluctuations
of the full-scale ship and the model can be reproduced in
a qualitative manner for three of five monitoring points.
Since the simulations are afflicted with some uncertainties,
care must be taken when interpreting the results. Espe-
cially a poor grid quality on the blade tip can lead to non-
negligible numerical errors. For the non-cavitating case,
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the magnitude of these errors can be of the same magnitude
as the differences between model and full-scale pressure
fluctuations. Generally, the pressure fluctuations predicted
by the simulation tend to be higher than measured in the
experiment.

Cavitating Flow Figure 12 shows a slightly developed
cavity sheet in the 340◦-position. This complies well with
the model test report (Heinke and Jaksis 2003) where the
inception of sheet cavitation was observed in the 340◦-
position for both the full-scale ship and the model.

Figure 12: Cavity shape for the 340◦-position of the model
(left) and the full-scale ship (right).

Figure 13: Cavity shape for the 0◦-position of the model
(top, left) and the full-scale ship (top, right). Comparision
between simulation and experiments (bottom). The solid
lines denote the radial panel stripe where the cavity sheet
is supposed to extend to its maximum according to the test
report.

According to the test report, the maximum radial extent of
the cavity sheet is 0.72 < r/R < 1.00 for the full-scale
case and 0.60 < r/R < 1.00 for the model. In Figures 12
and 13 the radial panel stripes that are the closest to the po-
sitions r/R = 0.72 and r/R = 0.60 are marked with solid
lines. It can be seen that the radial cavity sheet extent is in
good agreement with observations from the model test.
Huse (1972) mentioned that the cavity volume acceleration

∂2Vcav/∂t2 is characteristic for the part of the hull pressure
fluctuations evoked by cavitation. An explanation based on
potential theory can be found in Isay (1989): The veloc-
ity potential of a growing or collapsing cavity depends on
the cavity volume change rate. For dynamic loads, the un-
steady term ρ∂Φ/∂t of the Bernoulli Equation (4) becomes
important which again is the change rate of the potential.
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Figure 14: Relative cavity volume for a single blade and
the whole propeller of the model and the full-scale ship
(top). Corresponding cavity volume acceleration (bottom).
Smoothed curve shapes.

In the upper part of Figure 14 the relative cavity volume
vcav = Vcav/R3 is plotted as a function of the blade posi-
tion. The solid lines represent the cavity volume of a single
blade, the dotted lines that of the whole propeller. In the
0◦-position, the more pronounced wake field peak of the
model (ref. Figure 7) generates a relatively big cavity vol-
ume. It can also be seen that the behaviour of the cavity
growth is different from the full-scale ship cavity growth.
If the cavity volume of the whole propeller is considered,
the curve shapes become more similar; only the mean value
is higher for the model. The corresponding cavity volume
acceleration is plotted in the lower part of Figure 14. Dif-
ferences between full-scale version and model are at the
beginning of the growth process, where the cavity acceler-
ation is higher for the model propeller. Superimposing the
cavity acceleration curves for the five single blades leads to
the cavity volume acceleration of the whole propeller. The
distance between two curve peaks is exactly 72◦, which
corresponds to the blade angle. For the model, the curve
has nearly the shape of a sinusoidal curve; the full-scale
pendant is slightly more disturbed but the absolute values
are smaller. This is also reflected in the pressure amplitude
analysis: For the full-scale ship the predicted first harmon-
ics are smaller, but the ratio between second and first har-
monic p[2]/p[1] becomes higher, see Figure 15 and Figure
16.
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The agreement between measurements and simulation is
promisingly good for the first harmonic except for Point 5.
Some deviations occur for the second harmonic; this may
be related to the fact that tip vortex cavitation is not consid-
ered yet (Weitendorf 1976).
Apart from the analysis of the pressure amplitudes, the
phase angle of the pressure is important for the hull struc-
ture exitation (Huse 1972). In future work more stress
should be put on this aspect.
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Figure 15: First and second order pressure amplitudes
(cavitating case) of the model and the full-scale ship for
the midhship monitoring points. Comparision between sim-
ulation and measurements. The experimental results for
σn0.8 = 1.382 demonstrate the sensitivity of the pressure
fluctuations on the cavitation number.
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Figure 16: See Figure 15. Monitoring points above the
propeller disk.

3.3 Remarks to the Computational Effort

Figure 17 shows the convergence behaviour of the simu-
lation method. The thrust converges after 1.5 revolutions;
the fluctuation of the cavity volume is nearly periodic af-
ter 1.0 revolution, a fully periodic solution is reached after
2.0 revolutions. In order to obtain reliable results, an ade-
quate number of revolutions has to be simulated. The full-
scale simulation of 3.2 revolutions takes approximately 5
days when the viscous flow domain solving process is dis-
tributed over 2 nodes (8 cores · 2.7 GHz, 24.6 GB RAM
each). Some subroutines of panMARE can run on multiple

cores, but the overall speed-up is rather small because the
treatment of the viscous flow domain is clearly the bottle
neck of the simulation method.
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Figure 17: Convergence behaviour of the simulation tool.
Ratio between instantaneous relative cavity volume and the
converged maximum of the cavity volume (top). Smoothed
curve shapes. Ratio between instantaneous thrust coefficient
and the converged mean value (bottom).

CONCLUSIONS

A simulation procedure was presented which is able to
identify wake scale effects on hull pressure fluctuations un-
der consideration of unsteady sheet cavitation. Experimen-
tal data were used for the validation of the method. The
overall agreement was promisingly good. The results of the
second or even higher harmonics of the pressure pulses dif-
fer quantitatively from the experimental data, even though
the tendencies were captured correctly in a qualitative man-
ner. This may be explained by the fact that tip vortex cav-
itation is not taken into account. In order to achieve better
results, the enhancement of the method is indispensable.
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NOMENCLATURE

General variables and constants
x = (x, y, z) Space variable in Cartesian coordinates
t Time variable
g Gravity constant
ρ Density of water
pv Vapour pressure of water
Variables viscous flow domain
u Reynolds-averaged velocity
p Reynolds-ave. pressure
τ Reynolds-ave. molecular stress tensor
τT Reynolds stress tensor
f Source term
Variables potential flow domain
x0 Collocation point
s1, s2, s3 local non-orth. coordinates of a panel
Φ∞, Φ, Φ∗ Undisturbed, induced, total potential
V∞, Vind, V Freestream, induced, total velocity
p Pressure
µ, σ Dipole strength, source strength
η Cavity thickness
Vcav , vcav Cavity volume, dimensionless ∼
Relevant operation point parameters
λ Scale ratio
R, D Propeller radius, diameter
zP Blade number
V Speed
n Number of revolutions
Fn Froude number
J Advance coefficient based on mean pro-

peller inflow
kT = T

ρn2D4 Thrust coefficient
σn0.8 = pstat0.8−pv

ρ/2n2D2 Cavitation number
pstat0.8 Static pressure at z = 0.8R
m, s Index indicating model, full-scale ship
Auxiliary quantities
r, θ Polar coordinates in the propeller plane
u∗i Normed velocity component i
kTr Sectional thrust coefficient
δui Relative deceleration of the velocity com-

ponent i
p[i], kp[i] Pressure amplitude of the order i, dimen-

sionless ∼
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